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Introduction 
It has already become a tradition that in the beginning of the second quarter 

the students interested in railways are participating in a one-week 

International Workshop on Railway Technology (WRT). This annual event was 

initiated by TU Berlin (Prof. Markus Hecht) and TU Poznan (Prof. Bartosz 

Firlik). In 2016, TU Delft - Section Railway Engineering (Prof. Valeri Markine) 

has joined the workshop in Poznan, and already one year later the TU Delft 

was welcoming the students from Poland and Germany in The Netherlands.  

The program of the workshop is always diverse, and includes railway-related 

technical tours, lectures and work on study cases as well as various social 

activities. The general philosophy of this annual workshop is that the 

students will:  

learn about railway technology, network with foreign colleagues working on 

railway related topics, meet industry specialists and experts, make friends 

and have a good time.  

In 2018 the WRT went to Berlin. This report will give you a slight impression 

on the workshop day activities. If you are interested in the social evening 

program, you can try to contact one of the workshop participants listed 

below, although there is a chance that they might not be willing to reveal all 

the details of that part of the workshop 😉.  

Enjoy the reading and if you will decide to join WRT-2019 in Poznan just let 

us know (see Contact)! 

The TU Delft team on WRT-2018 (in order of appearance in this report) 

Students 

Bojan Bogojevic, Jeroen van Wessem, Anam Balbolia, Vishwaksena (Sena) 

Vennapusa, Saumyajit Parida, Panagiotis Chatzis, Panagiotis Spartalis, Daan 

Hoekstra, Reltje Jan Bloem, Davide Massa 

Supervisors  

Valeri Markine, Joris van Dijk  
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Monday 19 November 2019 
Written by: Bojan Bogojevic and Jeroen van Wessem 

The alarm went off. It was still completely dark outside. Grumpy I pressed 

the snooze button. The bed felt nice warm and soft. I tried to remember 

what I’ve just been dreaming about. The alarm went off for a second time. I 

knew I need to get out of bed. I took the blanket of me and winter hit me 

with its cold air. I stepped into the shower and waited a moment for the 

water to become warm. The warm water greeted me friendly and now not 

only my body was waking up but also my mind and then I realized something. 

Today the Workshop on Railway Technology is starting! 

Quickly I packed the last items and brushed my teeth. I thought about 

making sure I would not forget to empty the garbage bin since It will get 

smelly in a week. Cleverly I thought I could also take the stack of old 

newspapers and magazines if I’m throwing away the garbage bag anyway. It 

was getting late and I really did not want to miss the train. Quickly I put on 

my bag pack, grabbed the stack of old papers and the garbage bag. I locked 

my door and was heading for the station. 

I arrived at the station and parked my bike. I had a look on my watch and 

smiled. Nice, I wasn’t late for once. But the smiling didn’t hold on for long 

and turned into stress; I forgot my suitcase at home. A quick second look on 

my watch and a precision time analysis learned me I could still make it. I 

took my bike again and the race against the clock had started. I cycled in 

highest gear, took corners like Verstappen and climbed the stairs like gravity 

did not exist.  

Opening the front door, my suitcase was standing there innocently. I just 

grabbed the thing and violently dragged it outside and started cycling again. 

The train already entered the station when I run onto the platform. The 

group was waiting and altogether we entered the train heading for 

Rotterdam. I made it.  
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In Rotterdam it was time for me to get some breakfast and coffee. Assuming 

there was plenty of time until departure I took it easy. I ate my sandwich, 

and in the meantime, I had a nice conversation with a friendly woman who 

did not travel by train for 5 years. We said goodbye, I grabbed my coffee and 

was heading for the platform. Arriving on there I couldn’t find anyone. After 

a phone call I realized I took it too easy and missed the train. Fortunately, 

the next train was coming in just a couple of minutes. 

I joined the group again in Amersfoort. Here we catcher the IC to Berlin. We 

departed on time and I was happy there were no ways to be late anymore. 

This was a great start of WRT2018. 

Finally, we departed in the international train in the direction of Berlin. 

Finding the correct seat was seeming to be difficult, as future engineers we 

still haven't figured out how the seat numbers were ordered. The number 

system did not seem to make any sense, but at least we all had a seat. Then 

the time of waiting for 6 hours in the train could begin. 

Already quickly on our trip we were lucky to experience one of the major 

setbacks in international train travel. At the little border station of Bad-

Bentheim the train had to make a stop. Because the Dutch and German 

power system uses different current the locomotives of the train have to be 

switched. This takes a few minutes to decouple the Dutch locomotive and 

after changing the current coupling a German locomotive. Let’s hope these 

15 minutes of delay can be improved in the near future. 

During the train trip we 

suddenly felt intense braking 

and heard that the brakes 

where causing the wheels to 

slip. After also recognizing a 

burnt smell, we figured the 

wheels must have gotten worn 

during the slip. And indeed, 

the train wheels started 
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making a lot of noise. This had to be a wheel flat. Already during this short 

beginning of the trip, we experienced some study related topics. 

 

Because of all the hustle with the train we caught up quite some delay. 

Unfortunately, a train packed with future railway engineers couldn’t help to 

bring the train to Berlin faster. But once we arrived at the beautiful Berlin 

Hauptbahnhof our German colleagues were already waiting to pick us up. 

They had our tickets ready and brought us to the hostel.  

For the evening the opening of the program was scheduled. This opening was 

at the TUBerlin faculty of railway engineering. Professor Hecht of the 

TUBerlin welcomed us and gave us an introduction to the program. The total 

of 3 professors from TUBerlin, TUPoznan and TUDelft gave an overview of 

their study program and research possibilities. Luckily the students from 

Germany supplied us with sufficient coffee.  
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Ofcourse, the day had to end with 

a group dinner. We travelled by U-

bahn and S-Bahn to get to the 

Restaurant for a nice meal and had 

the possibility to meet up with all 

the other participants. 

Unfortunately, there were no 

beers available in the restaurant, 

but at the hostel they provided us 

with the highly appreciated 

refreshments. A good way to the 

WRT2018. 
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Tuesday 20 November 2018 
Written by: Anam Balbolia and Vishwaksena (Sena) Vennapusa 

Waking up on Tuesday morning was hard! The previous night, we had 

travelled from before sunrise to after sunset and then been out drinking 1L 

beers. Yet, we were ready for breakfast. To be honest, we had no idea what 

to expect of the 6€ breakfast but it was quite good; even laid out over the 

pool table. The hot topic was who had been snoring the night before in our 

6-bed dorm and it was decided that further investigation was needed to 

identify the 2 culprits.  

2 German students picked us up from the hostel and we got on our merry 

way to the U-bahn station. This morning, we were headed off to the Siemens 

headquarters and had to take the train.  As we reached the S-bahn station, 

one of the German students, Jonas, said: “Get in the train!” which the TU 

Delft did… unlike the Polish and German groups. We then had to get off at 

the next station and wait to catch the train with the remainder of the group. 

We learnt that for a group to work, we need to follow a single leader: 

Marton, the organiser.  

One of the first greetings we got at 

Siemens was: “No photos!” They were 

giving us a truly exclusive look at what 

was going on at the cutting edge of 

change in the industry. It was 

explained to us that the Siemens visit 

would start with us getting our 

personalised badges, followed by a talk 

to get us all on the same level of 

understanding then a tour of a 

locomotive fitted with the system and 

lastly a tour of the simulation lab.  
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At the start of the presentation, some definitions were given and below are 

some important ones: 

OBU: on board unit  

ETCS: European train control system  

ERTMS: European rail traffic management system 

GSM-R: Global System for mobile communication - Railway 

The problem that they were trying to 

solve was that different national 

train signalling systems exist within 

the EU (14 in total) such that 

previously, at every country border, 

trains had to be changed to be 

compatible with the signalling. 

Hence, there was a need for one 

interoperability train system and the 

ETCS emerged as a solution to cross-

country trains. Now a single train can 

ride from Sweden to Italy. There are 

4 levels of ETCS: 0,1,2, and 3.  

Level 0 checks the speed so if the train is going too fast, it brakes. The 

problem with Level 1 is that the eurobalise (the hardware component on the 

tracks) is too far from the receptor so the train stops 100-200m before the 

signal and cannot stop braking even if the signal switches back to green. 

Level 2 has continuous automatic train control via GSM-R. Train vacancy 

detection and not train location is needed in case one wagon goes backwards 

and does not follow the main train location. In Level 3, train vacancy 

detection, which is the last analogue part of the system, disappears and 

everything becomes digital. However, a train completeness check is now 

required because frequency detection is gone in Level 3.  
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The presentation fuelled some interesting discussion which we summarised 

here. Although the ETCS idea comes from Europe, it is used in India, China, 

Australia, and many other parts of the world. It was noted that an updated 

train can run on outdated track but not the other way around. Between 

baseline changes, both hardware and software updates are required for the 

trains whereas, for the tracks, it is mostly only software updates. Siemens 

has developed its own operating system made to suit its hardware. A new 

baseline can be expected every 2 years, but track infrastructure changes 

every 20 years which can cause some issues. However, the change consists 

mainly of software changes which should not be too costly, followed by a 

few weeks of testing. ETCS may be ideal for retrofitting trains but 

compatibility issues may arise with the tracks. Each GSM-R transmitter has 

its region (~1km) and every train gets hooked to it when it passes in the 

region. Radar technology is used, and this is a problem when it snows. 

Radars cannot read track occupancy as they detect snow as a train and too 

much snow messes up the readings. Hence, an inclination of the plate system 

of around 2 degrees was implemented to prevent snow from settling. 

Wondering why they could not arrange a single bus for 30 people, we walked 

back from Siemens, finally making our way back to university while 

struggling with the cold and hunger. There, we had a break with sandwiches 

and tea for lunch. After lunch we were assigned groups of 4/5 people on 

different topics. Sena had Panos (2) 

in his group along with a German and 

a Polish guy. They were asked to find 

similarities and differences in 

commuter trains from all 3 countries 

and make a presentation on the 

results. Getting involved in the cross-

country analysis, they realised that 

there are no toilets on Sprinter trains 

in the Netherlands unlike commuter 

trains in the other 2 countries. This 

topic escalated into a heated 
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argument with Panos as to why there is a need for toilets when the average 

travel time is just 15mins, but he was adamant that one was needed so yeah, 

we had to agree with toilets as a basis for all commuter trains!  

In groups with 2 separate time 

slots, Marton (the German 

student organiser) guided us to 

the railway service labs of TU 

Berlin. As soon as we entered the 

lab, there was this huge model 

(not a toy set).This lab would 

have been a paradise for children 

who love train sets; being one of 

such children, Sena started 

playing around with them when 

all of sudden a lab assistant 

came out of nowhere shouting 

“NO TOUCHING!!!” That was 

scary, he quietly joined the group. We were showed around different 

signalling systems which were very old and are still in use in some parts of 

Germany. To our surprise we were shown very advanced stuff at Siemens in 

the morning but only to find out that 20% of the signalling systems in 

Germany were still manually operated.  

We then resumed working on our presentations, somehow managing to get 

everyone in our respective groups on the same page and completing the 

presentation slides. It was around 7pm.  
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We were all really hungry and were 

hoping to get good German food but of 

all the places we could have gone to, 

we ended up at the same Turkish 

place… again. But admittedly, this time 

the food was really good. To be honest, 

Sena didn’t mind that it was the same 

place as all he wanted was to eat and so 

he binged on it.  

Finally, after a long day we headed 

back to hostel, still searching for good 

places to go out for drinks. We ended 

up going to a bar just around the corner 

of our street. To our surprise, most of 

the drinking   places in Germany, or at 

least Berlin, do not accept card 

payments; only cash. It was very 

annoying - I mean, public washrooms in 

the Netherlands accept cards… 

Nevertheless, we enjoyed good German 

beers and headed back to the hostel as 

we barely had any cash on us and the 

bar in the hostel accepted cards yay! After a few beers at hostel, we left the 

bar and called it a night.  
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Wednesday 21 November 2018 
Written by: Saumyajit Parida 

The day started with an individual group wise presentations on various topics 

like Strength and Weakness of Rail Network system in Netherland, Poland 

and Germany, E-Public Transport system, Etc. The presentation continued 

for an approximate period of 2.5 hrs inclusive of question round. 

Subsequently, the whole participating groups moved towards company visit 

of M/s STADLER. Initially, the whole group was briefed about the history 

(since 1942 to 2018) of M/s STADLER with a short presentation. Thereinafter, 

in 2 groups we visited the Assembly plant of the same. There were two 

Assembly lines, i.e. Assembly-1 and Assembly-2. In the said Assembly lines 

the new locomotives are assembled with parts manufactured by M/s SIEMENS 

and M/s STADLER itself. Repairing works of damaged locomotives due to 

accident are also done in the same assembly units. 

The assembly procedure commences by GLUEING of body of locomotive 

followed by fixing of sidewall with window and doors. It was learnt that in 

both assembly units at a time assembly of about 52 nos locomotives can be 

done. For each variety of locomotive the initial one takes near about 6 

months to assemble, succeeding the following units about 4-5 weeks. 

Further, it was learnt that the locomotives are expensive majorly due to its 

High cost of Engineering and specialized parts.  

During the visit we observed both types of wheels, i.e. with Axle and without 

Axle. The wheels with no axle are used in low floor locomotives. Further, it 

was also observed that due to less speed of metro trains, the front part is 

made flat (not aerodynamically designed) due to space optimization. 

After the said company visit, the evening hours were packed with guest 

lectures from representatives of M/s Bombardier, M/s SIEMENS and M/s 

NAH.SH. During the said presentation it was informed regarding initiatives 

taken towards implementing battery trains and how organizations have 

moved from usage of hydrogen towards Battery. It is learnt that currently 
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the battery trains have the capacity of running for a distance of 40-80kms 

per charge of battery and further efforts are being implemented for 

improving the life of battery to run twice. Lastly, minor discussion towards 

implementing charging stations on track were also done. 

The day concluded with dinner arranged by TU-Berlin in their corresponding 

university along with said guests (as speakers) and faculties. 
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Thursday 22 November 2018 
Written by: Panagiotis Chatzis and Panagiotis Spartalis 

Visit at the Museum of Technology in Berlin 

 

Image 1 Inner view of the main building of the German museum of Technology 

In the morning of Thursday 22 November 2018, we had a guided tour at the 

rail transport exhibition at the German Museum of Technology in Berlin 

(Deutsches Technikmuseum Berlin). The museum’s main emphasis originally 

was on rail transport when it was opened, but today it also features exhibits 

of various sectors such as industrial technology, automotive, maritime, 

aerospace and other. The rail transport exhibition is accommodated at the 

former engineering depot of Anhalt Railway Company which was built in 

1874, damaged by bombs in the second World war and closed in 1952. As it 

can be seen in Image 1 the depot had 33 tracks. The museum began using 

the site in 1987. The main exhibits of the rail transport department of the 

museum are various steam, diesel or electric locomotives from the past as 

well as other machines, carriages and other elements of railway engineering 

that were used through the German History. Professor Hecht guided the 

railway workshop team through the rail transport exhibition, sharing 
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valuable information on old rail transport exhibits Some of the most 

important exhibits are presented below. 

Image 2 shows tracks and a cart discovered in a Hungarian mine in 1889, 

used for transportation of gold. As it can be seen, most of the components 

are made of wood, while the axles are from iron. In Image 3, a railway 

vehicle is shown that was used for locating track irregularities and 

deformations. 

 

Image 2 Hungarian cart for gold transportation 

 

Image 3 Railway vehicle for locating rail deformations 

Some of the most significant old locomotives that we saw are presented 

below:  

Regarding the steam locomotives, we saw the Prussian S10(Image 4), the DRB 

Class 50 and other. 
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Image 4 Prussian S10 steam locomotive 

Image 5 shows sand boxes (left) for anti-slip train protection and anti-

derailment guard devices mounted on a locomotive. 

 

Image 5 Sand boxes (left) and anti-derailment guard (right) on a DRB Class 50 locomotive 

After the steam locomotives we saw some old electric locomotives like the 

DRG Class E 19, the DB Class V 200, the Henschel-BBC DE2500 and other. 

Image 6 shows an electric power Replica of a Siemens electric locomotive 

(built in 1879) The original of this small electric engine which was the 

precursor of tram, was presented at an exhibition at Berlin-Moabit. The 

little electric locomotive, on which the driver sat, pulled a train of three 

small carriages (each holding six passengers) around a 300-meter-long 

circular track through the exhibition grounds. The electric power was 

supplied by a rail at the center of the tracks.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DRG_Class_E_19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DB_Class_V_200
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henschel-BBC_DE2500
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Image 6 Replica of first electric locomotive (Siemens) 

Walk through touristic spots of Berlin 

After our departure from the Technik Musem of Berlin we headed on foot to 

the construction site of Project U5 at Alexanderplatz. First, the group passed 

through Potsdamer Platz where we saw a remnant of ‘Die Mauer’; the wall 

that separated West from East Berlin and was demolished in 1989. Then we 

continued heading north until Bradenburg Gate. Afterwards, we headed to 

the east walking through the boulevard ‘Unter De Linden’. In the middle of 

the boulevard there was a construction site and some traffic lanes were 

cancelled due to the works for ‘Project U5’. Another famous building that 

we passed through was the German parliament ‘Bundestag’ with its 

magnificent glass dome. Finally, the group passed ‘Museuminsel’, the island 

river Spree banks and the place where the majority of the museums of Berlin 

are located.  

Project U5 

The group arrived at around 15:00 at the construction site of Project U5 

located at Alexanderplatz. First, there was a brief presentation given by the 

spokesperson of the construction company. Project U5 is a project that aims 

to create a tunnel that will connect the existing line U55 of Berlin metro 

that today has a terminal at ‘Brandenburg Tor’ Station with existing line U5 

that has a terminal at ‘Alexanderplatz’ station (Figure ). Apart from that, 

the project includes the construction of three new metro stations along the 

new line: ‘Unter den Linden’, ‘Museuminsel’ and ‘Rotes Rathaus’. Actually, 
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the area that ‘Rotes Rathaus’ station is going to be built used to be an area 

for change of direction of trains of line U5. 

 

Figure 1 Existing BVG lines and under construction line of Project U5 

The construction company of Project U5 is Implenia who won the 

competition of the construction of the tunnel. Another competition had been 

realized in 1990 for the design of each one the stations where famous 

architects took place. The budget of Project U5 is 522 mil. €.  

Next, the group wore safety shoes, vests and caps and went down to the 

subsurface facilities of the construction site. The well guided us to the 

under-construction tunnel that connects future stations ‘Rotes Rathaus’ and 

‘Museuminsel’ (Figure Figure ). The tunnel has an inclination of 4% which is 

considered as very steep. In fact, this is the maximum slope that BVG trains 

can take. The tunnel was design in such a way in order to cross Spree River 

which is too close to the station. The parts of the tunnel except from the 

part below Spree river, where opened with TBM method. The excavation 

pace of the machine was 20 m/day. The TBM started from ‘Alexanderplatz’ 

well, excavated the tunnel until Bradenburg Gate and was pulled back to 

‘Alexanderplatz’, was pulled up and got disassembled at ‘Alexanderplatz’. 

For political and aesthetic reasons, it was decided not to construct a well in 
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Bradenburg Gate where many embassies are located and also there is a huge 

tourist load. 

 

Figure 2 Scheme of Project U5 

An interesting method was chosen to excavate the difficult part of the 

tunnel under Spree River. This method was the ground freezing method. The 

method has the following steps: first, ground water is being freezed in order 

to assure ground stability and then, the tunnel is excavated from inside. 

Although it is considered as an expensive technique it was chosen having in 

mind the accidents that happened to similar sites as in Amsterdam and Koln 

situation.  
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Image 7 Photo from the new tunnel (left) and the change direction of trains facility (right) 

After finishing our visit at the tunnel, the group moved to the under-

construction metro station of ‘Rotes Rathaus’. The most interesting part of 

the station is the architect’s idea for the ‘mushrooms’ (Image 8), i.e. the 

columns that support the ceiling. Its floor has a depth of 17 m, an indicator 

of the deep excavation that was imperative owing to the proximity of Spree 

river. Close to the station there is a facility that is planned to be used as a 

direction change of trains (Image 8). 

  
Image 8 ‘’Mushrooms’ of (left) and overview (right) of ‘Rotes Rathaus’ station 
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The new tunnel (‘Rotes Rathaus’- ‘Museuminsel’) is connected with a 100-

year-old one (‘Rotes Rathaus’- ‘Alexanderplatz’). The connection can be 

seen in Image 9. In the same image, the tunnel that the visitors walk, is 

oriented from ‘Alexanderplatz’ and leads upwards to “Rotes Rathaus’ 

station, while the ramp on the right side of the image goes downwards to the 

direction change facility.  

In Image 6 we observe that the old tunnel has steel columns. Concerning that 

fact, our guide informed us that this is the case because 100 years ago, 

material was expensive, but labor was cheap. As a consequence, it was more 

affordable to have workers attaching the steel beams together with that high 

number of rivets. 

 

Image 9 Connection of old tunnel with the new tunnel 

After the completion of our visit at the new station, we climbed up to the 

surface. This time, though, from the exit that will be the actual exit of the 

station ‘Rotes Rathaus’. Afterwards, we walked to the main building of the 

construction site, where we thanked our guide and headed back to the hotel. 
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Friday 23 November 2018 
Written by: Daan Hoekstra 

On friday it was already the last day of the Workshop on Railway Technology. 

After the festive dinner of yesterday the program started today one hour 

later, so we had some extra sleep.  

After breakfast we went with the S-

bahn to the DB-regio maintenance 

depot in Lichtenberg in the eastern 

part of Berlin. Here we had a tour 

around the depot. Now days they 

mostly do maintenance to EMU, but 

they also still have some DMU in 

service. The maintenance hall was 

equipped with a special exhaust system 

to accommodate these DMU’s. When 

we were there, a Talent 2 was inside 

because the front screen had to be 

replaced.  
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After this, we went upstairs on a balcony, 

where they showed us how the current 

from the catenary is transformed to the 

current of the train. Furthermore, they 

showed us how they check the axles with 

ultra-sonic measurement device. They 

check all axles with ultra-sonic after 

240,000 km on cracks. Also, they wash 

every train once in 7 days in a separate 

270 m hall, so they stay clean. When 

there is graffiti on a train, they want to 

remove it within 48 hours.  

After the tour we took a group picture 

outside the depot between the trains and 

went back to Berlin. Now the workshop was really over, and we had to say 

goodbye to all our Polish and German friends before we also would leave to 

visit the city center of Berlin. 
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